Cornwall 6 aside Rules
SLIDE TACKLES
There are no slide tackles, a freekick will be awarded if a player slides in an
attempt to win the ball or slides in a dangerous manner.
THE "D"
If the goalkeeper deliberately handles the ball outside the D a penalty will be
awarded and the goalkeeper may be sin binned at the referees discretion. If a
defender plays the ball in the D a penalty will be awarded.
FREEKICKS
All freekicks are direct, except from a re-started back pass, where the freekick will
be taken from where the ball was passed back. Opposing players must be four
metres from the ball at all freekicks. If the offence is within four metres of the D,
there will be no wall, but the goalkeeper can move to within four metres of the
ball.
BACK PASS
Goalkeepers can pick the ball up from a back pass. But can not receive it
immediately from the player they have passed it to.
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
The length of time a player is sin binned (blue card) is at the discretion of the
referee (minimum two minutes). Players must report to the organisers to start
their sin bin. More serious offences will result in a red card and an automatic
internal ban of between one and three match, depending on the severity of the
offence. Any player who participates in violent conduct or abusive behaviour
towards any match official will receive a RED CARD and will be reported to the
CCFA where they will deal with any fines or bans. This will take precedence over
any internal ban. Players suspended by the CCFA are not allowed to play in any
football for the duration of their ban.
SUBSTITUTIONS
Substitutes are roll on roll off, and must be approved by the referee. Teams must
have no more than three substitutes. All subs must enter play during a re-start (ie
throw in or goal kick)
APPROPRIATE KIT
Shin pads must be worn at all times by all players.
STARTING TIMES
Teams must be ready to start at their appointed kick off time. Please give at least
24 hours notice if you are unable to make your game.
TRANSFERS
Players are allowed one transfer a season per division. League officials must be
informed before transfers can take place.
OVERHEAD The ball is not allowed over head height (St Austell 6 aside
Wednesday only)
ALL OTHER RULES ARE AS 11 A SIDE

